
WHAT LIFE WILL BE IN 2050

By we will have advanced human-like assistant, servants and sex of virtual reality will also grow due to the fact that in
real life all sort of.

According to Bill Mitchell, the late director of MIT's Smart Cities research group, cities of the future won't
look like "some sort of science-fiction fantasy" or "Star Trek" but it's likely that "discreet, unobtrusive"
technological advances and information overlays, i. When the robots will replace human workforce two things
will happen. In the future, only some people will have access. Simon aka ClayClaim is a popular youtube
blogger from Germany who loves to to make polymer clay creations based on games. Making predictions is,
by nature, a dicey business, but to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Smithsonian magazine Big Think asked
top minds from a variety of fields to weigh in on what the future holds 40 years from now. Nigeria is one such
country with a large Catholic population. Crossing borders and inter-country travelling will become more
difficult. That could happen. In , our life will be a lot different from nowadays in many aspects. As I suppose,
the future environment will have much pollution. New York Times cooking columnist Mark Bittman,
similarly, thinks that people will eat fewer processed foods , and eat foods grown closer to where they live.
Basically, unless you are very smart and educated, your only chance of making a living will be through
business. We will most likely see same type of public surveillance and social scoring as they have in China,
although it will be far more advanced, and unfortunately, we will not be able to do anything to stop it. And
interacting with robots will be much easier. It will be an exciting time for philosophers and ethicists. Surgical
operations in  Learning on your device at home is also possible. However future technologies will allow
people to create artificial islands and other lands masses in terra nullius more cheaply and thus creating a place
where to settle its citizens. While virtual reality will be perfectly safe, at least for your physical body. Because
we can study at home so people will use computers almost every day, which make they become much lazier
and easier to be fat. Tiny chips will be implanted within our bodies at birth, around the same moment you cut
the umbilical cord. Because of technologies, people will be much passive than at present. Therefore they will
be perfect companions as we will no longer have to take into account their needs or wishes and compromise
with them. The popularity of virtual reality will also grow due to the fact that in real life all sort of accidents
can happen to you or you can become a victim of a crime. Meanwhile, the Internet will continue to radically
transform media , destroying the traditional model of what a news organization is, says author and former New
York Times Public Editor Daniel Okrent, who believes the most common kinds of news organizations in the
future will be "individuals and small alliances of individuals" reporting and publishing on niche topics. In the
future governments will either limit families in having only 1 child or forcefully sterilize people. Agree with
the prediction. People will achieve biological immortality Simply this will mean that with specific medical
treatment scientists will be able to prolong healthy human lifespans until eternity. Our lives will resemble the
movie Surrogates a lot, with the only exception that we will not have secondary physical bodies, they will be
purely virtual. The result is our latest special series, Life in  Demographic changes in world population and
population growth will certainly be dramatic. We may not get rid of racism in America entirely in the next 40
years, but NAACP President Benjamin Jealous predicts that in the coming decades the issue of race will
become "much less significant," even as the issue of class may rise in importance. Along with development of
scientific advances, people will have more means of transport. In most Western countries birth rate has already
dropped below natural preservation rate which is 2 children per 2 adults and will continue to do so. Some of us
will continue to become really rich; some of us will continue to become very poor. Smarter than human AI
will be probably created much earlier than , and by the existence of non-human super-intelligence will be
certain.


